Manipulation of Phonon Transport in Thermoelectrics.
For several decades, thermoelectric advancements have largely relied on the reduction of lattice thermal conductivity (κL ). According to the Boltzmann transport theory of phonons, κL mainly depends on the specific heat, the velocity, and the scattering of phonons. Intensifying the scattering rate of phonons is the focus for reducing the lattice thermal conductivity. Effective scattering sources include 0D point defects, 1D dislocations, and 2D interfaces, each of which has a particular range of frequencies where phonon scattering is most effective. Because acoustic phonons are generally the main contributors to κL due to their much higher velocities compared to optical phonons, many low-κL thermoelectrics rely on crystal structure complexity leading to a small fraction of acoustic phonons and/or weak chemical bonds enabling an overall low phonon propagation velocity. While these thermal strategies are successful for advancing thermoelectrics, the principles used can be integrated with approaches such as band engineering to improve the electronic properties, which can promote this energy technology from niche applications into the mainstream.